Please take 1-2 minutes to review the information below:

**Roles:** You = Resident (Learner) in the ED  
Your Partner = Attending (Instructor)

>YOU SPEAK FIRST/INITIATE THE CONVERSATION

**Scenario:**  
Your partner is an attending, and you are a resident in the ED. You just saw a patient and you will present her to your partner/attending by reading the script listed under Step 2 below.

**Instructions:**  
Once your partner has reviewed their learning sheet, **you will start the conversation**. Please follow the steps below and contact your facilitator with any questions.

- **Step 1:**
  - ☐ Confirm with your partner that they have reviewed their instructor’s guide then…

- **Step 2:**
  - ☐ **YOU START** by giving the following presentation (please read the following exactly as written):

“This is a 28-year-old woman presenting with a heroin overdose, she responded to Intra-nasal Narcan by EMS and I gave her another dose IV here and she is currently stable with good respiration, blood pressure and pulse ox. She is sleepy but responds appropriately. She told me she has no pain, but she is chronically depressed. However, she denies that this is a suicide attempt and denies suicidal thoughts. My plan is to watch her closely for the next few hours, make sure that she is getting better, reassess her psychiatric status, see if she wants help with her opiate use and send her home”…

  - • Your partner will lead the teaching session starting from this point…

**PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS YOUR PARTNER ASKS TO THE BEST OF YOUR ABILITY.**

(Although you are playing a resident in this exercise, please answer all your partners questions as yourself: a current participant in today’s work-shop…..you may have learned some of the answers just a few minutes ago?)